Comprehensive,
cloud-based email
security

GFI MailEssentials® Online is a cloud-based email security solution that
offers comprehensive spam and virus protection, built-in continuity
with always-on backup mail service and optional integrated archiving.
The service is compatible with any email infrastructure and can be
implemented in minutes.

Highly effective
inbound and outbound
spam and virus filtering
Integrated email
continuity and optional
archiving

Cost-effective
GFI Software™ has been delivering award-winning, server-based
and easy to use
email security solutions for years – helping even the most demanding
organizations meet their daily security needs. GFI MailEssentials
Online is built on that foundation and expertise, providing first-rate email security to help
administrators build a secure and scalable messaging infrastructure.
GFI MailEssentials Online is part of GFI®’s family of email security solutions, offering
organizations the ultimate in deployment flexibility via a hosted service, on-premise software
or a hybrid of these options.

BENEFITS
ŮŮ Fully cloud-based solution that requires no hardware or software to be downloaded or
maintained.
ŮŮ Straightforward, cost-effective pricing with no capital expenditure or start-up costs.
ŮŮ Built-in email continuity with automated queuing and on-demand mail service.
ŮŮ All-in-one email security with robust defense against spam, viruses, and other email
borne threats.
ŮŮ Industry-leading combination of zero-hour virus detection, virtualization-based malware
recognition, and traditional signature-based antivirus engines.
ŮŮ Rapid deployment, with immediate protection and no ongoing management
requirements.
ŮŮ Choice of fine-grained control over service or simply “set it and forget it”.
ŮŮ Scalable and reliable through use of multiple redundant systems in multiple data
centers.
ŮŮ Responsive, competent, locally-based technical support by email or phone.

Effectiveness
In a fraction of a second, GFI MailEssentials Online scans incoming
messages using both traditional and leading-edge technologies to
detect spam – message signature analysis; authenticity checks; an
extensive heuristic rule set; continually evolving databases of URLs,
network addresses, mail servers, and other identifying elements known
to be used in phishing attacks and in unsolicited bulk email; real-time
message source analysis; and customizable domain-specific and userspecific whitelists and blocklists. The result is a highly adaptive system
and a dramatic reduction in junk email-relieving a significant burden for
email users and system administrators.

Directory harvest and DoS attack prevention
By filtering inbound SMTP traffic in the cloud before it reaches your
network, the service protects your infrastructure against directory
harvesting, large-scale spam runs, denial of service attacks and
other threats.

Network defense
GFI MailEssentials Online helps you reduce risk, free up network
bandwidth and ease mail server load by blocking practically all spam
and email threats before they reach your network.

Hosted individual junk mail quarantines and digests
With GFI MailEssentials Online, customers can retain detected spam
messages in a quarantine hosted outside the company’s network. Users
can view the quarantine at any time or can choose to simply receive a
convenient, automatically emailed summary of detected junk mail to
quickly identify any potential false positives and release these from the
quarantine. The digest messages can be scheduled as infrequently as
once per week or as frequently as three times per day.

Continuity
GFI MailEssentials Online’s built-in email continuity feature enables
you to continue accessing, responding to, and sending email
messages, even in the event of a network outage or an on-premise
mail server outage. GFI MailEssentials Online automatically queues
your organization’s mail and allows users to continue accessing and
responding to those messages via the solution’s control panel, even
while your mail server is offline.
Industry-leading virus protection
GFI MailEssentials Online combines traditional signature-based antivirus
engines, pattern-based zero-hour virus detection and VIPRE® Antivirus’s
virtualization-based threat recognition to defeat today’s sophisticated
and fast-moving malware threats.
Inbound/Outbound email filtering
GFI MailEssentials Online scans inbound emails and attachments and
allows the automated addition of configurable disclaimers or signatures
to outbound messages. The service also prevents inappropriate
messages from being sent from your network – preventing your mail
server from blocklisting and protecting your company’s reputation in
the event a server or workstation is compromised.

Intuitive web-based control panel
The easy-to-use web-based control panel allows administrators and
users to effectively and efficiently manage their email security. Users can
easily access quarantined messages as well as queued messages in the
event of a mail server failure.

Configurable user preferences
Administrators can set the spam filtering configuration, or can delegate
the ability to do so to the individual users so that the service works for
an organization’s specific needs.
Message logging and search
Through GFI MailEssentials Online’s comprehensive message logging,
administrators can search for messages and access detailed delivery
logs for all recent inbound and outbound messages. These logs include
message envelope details, message headers, message size, the receiving
server, and the exact response from that server so that administrators
can easily determine the exact disposition of happened to any given
message.
Available email archive
GFI MailEssentials Online includes an optional, fully integrated archive
service that encrypts and stores inbound, outbound and internal
messages in multiple geographically distributed data centers. This
easy-to-use service allows customers to retain their historical messages
for subsequent search and retrieval, in order to comply with regulations
and protect the important information contained in their email
communications.

The GFI MailEssentials Online Control Panel provides a central view of all key system information
and gives ready access to common functions and settings

Sign up for a free trial at http://www.gfi.com/meo
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